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Genocide in Cuba Genocide is a term coined by Rafael Lemkin, a Jewish 

lawyer from Poland who emigrated to the U. S after WWII. He coined this 

term in 1943 by using the root words “ genos" (which is Greek for family, 

tribe or race) and “ cide" (which is Latin for killing). “ Generally speaking, 

genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, 

except when accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation. It is 

intended rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at 

the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with 

the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. Genocide is directed against 

the national group as an entity, and the actions involved are directed against

individuals, not in their individual capacity, but as members of the national 

group" (“ Coining a Word and Championing a Cause: the story of Raphael 

Lemkin"). “ To eliminate and punish those deemed unfit for his revolution 

while using them for free labor, Fidel Castro presided over a closed-door 

meeting within the regime’s hierarchy. The resulting plan was to create a 

network of concentration camps to intern the thousands of " unfit." First it 

was named " Plan Fidel." But Castro, cunningly, wanted his name out of it. It 

was to be called UMAP (Military Units to Help Production). Castro ordered 

that his agents - at night - go house to house to apprehend at gun point all 

the males that fit the profile of what he called, " the scum of society," for 

example: gays, Catholics, Jehovah’s Witnesses and members of other 

Protestant religions. Castro's thugs went through every city, neighborhood 

and city block, arresting thousands of men (17 years old and up). The 

arrested were taken to police stations with the excuse of checking their 

personal ID cards — cards that all citizens of Castro's Cuba are required to 

carry. At the police station, they were thrown into overcrowded cells and 
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later taken to secret police facilities, movie houses, stadiums, warehouses, 

etc. In those detention centers they were photographed, fingerprinted and 

forced to sign under duress a confession declaring themselves the " scum of 

society," in exchange for their release. The ones who signed were released 

until they were summoned to the dreaded concentration camps. Those who 

refused to sign remained in jail and endured physical and psychological 

torture until they did sign. The concentration camps were built in isolated 

areas of the province of CamagÃ¼ey. They were like Hitler's camps, but 

without crematoriums. They have the electrified barbed wire fences, guards 

with machine guns and police dogs, etc. Something never seen before in 

Cuba's history. Beginning in November 1965, people already classified were 

summoned to the camps. They arrived by train, bus, truck and other police 

and military vehicles. And so began the humiliation, suffering, torture and 

hard labor for those thousands of unfortunate men and boys. Many 

committed suicide while others died as a result of hunger and disease - with 

no medical attention - torture and execution. Many suffered solitary 

confinement, beating, rape and mutilation. The traumatized survivors 

remember that in the UMAP, " they never received humane treatment." In 

July 1968 the name " UMAP" was erased from the camps. Castro's regime 

cosmetically transformed them into " Military Units." And all the paperwork 

associated with the UMAP was destroyed. New plans were created to 

continue confining young men discontent with Castro's communist 

revolution, selecting people for the same reasons as before. But this time 

they would receive a pitiful salary for their long and harsh working hours 

while living under very difficult and inhumane conditions — Castro’s lame 

attempt to satisfy international pressure. This network of concentration/hard 
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labor camps continues today as a way to repress and intimidate people, and 

to obtain cheap labor. Castro’s gulag network of camps and prisons is 

estimated at over 200 - before 1959, Cuba had just 4 prisons. In a broadcast 

by the Cuban government’s Radio Progreso on March 6, 1997, sexology 

expert, Celestino Alvarez, officially recognized that the approximately 400, 

000 Cuban gays (according to Castro's regime) didn't have the same rights 

as heterosexual citizens. The broadcast did not go so far as to describe the 

government’s treatment of gays. A 1997 survey by the Communist Youth 

Organization in three Cuban provinces showed that gay discrimination was 

rampant. Contrary to what many believe, gay persecution never ceased in 

Castro's Cuba. In September 1997, famous Spanish film director Pedro 

Almodovar, Swedish actress Bibi Andersson, French designer Jean Paul 

Gaultier and 40 other foreigners reported a raid on gays which took place at 

El Periquiton discotheque in Havana. All were videotaped by Cuban police. 

They were shocked by their experience as well as by the harsh treatment of 

Cuban gays involved in the incident. The Castro regime’s flair for 

propaganda is very effective at giving a distorted view of reality to the 

gullible international community that flocks to his “ paradise" with US dollars 

that keep him in power. For example, last year the regime held an 

international transvestite convention, while travel agencies in the US and 

elsewhere organize tours of Cuba, paradoxically, for gays. The international 

community ignores those who died or suffered torture, mutilation and are 

still bearing deep psychological traumas as victims of Castro’s genocide 

plans. They blindly adore Castro as he parades through the world with 

impunity. " (“ UMAP: Castro’s Genocide Plan") As Lemkin had in mind 

Genocide should be an International Crime Against Humanity. Simply 
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because the killing of innocent bystanders cannot be humanly right, it is a 

wrong and despicable action. We saw an example of this with Fidel Castro’s 

plan to commit genocide on his own people by murdering them if they do not

fit a specific class. Genocide is a wrongful action and it should be considered 

an International Crime. References * “ Coining a Word and Championing a 

Cause: the story of Raphael Lemkin"). http://www. ushmm. org/wlc/en/article.

php? ModuleId= 10007050 * “ UMAP: Castro’s Genocide Plan". BlÃ¡zquez, 

AgustÃn. http://www. amigospais-guaracabuya. org/oagaq003. php 
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